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Functional imaging studies have shown that certain brain regions,
including posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and ventral anterior
cingulate cortex (vACC), consistently show greater activity during
resting states than during cognitive tasks. This finding led to the
hypothesis that these regions constitute a network supporting a
default mode of brain function. In this study, we investigate three
questions pertaining to this hypothesis: Does such a resting-state
network exist in the human brain? Is it modulated during simple
sensory processing? How is it modulated during cognitive processing? To address these questions, we defined PCC and vACC regions
that showed decreased activity during a cognitive (working memory) task, then examined their functional connectivity during rest.
PCC was strongly coupled with vACC and several other brain
regions implicated in the default mode network. Next, we examined the functional connectivity of PCC and vACC during a visual
processing task and show that the resultant connectivity maps are
virtually identical to those obtained during rest. Last, we defined
three lateral prefrontal regions showing increased activity during
the cognitive task and examined their resting-state connectivity.
We report significant inverse correlations among all three lateral
prefrontal regions and PCC, suggesting a mechanism for attenuation of default mode network activity during cognitive processing.
This study constitutes, to our knowledge, the first resting-state
connectivity analysis of the default mode and provides the most
compelling evidence to date for the existence of a cohesive default
mode network. Our findings also provide insight into how this
network is modulated by task demands and what functions it
might subserve.

F

unctional brain imaging has been widely used to study the
neural basis of perception, cognition, and emotion. Such
studies have traditionally focused on brain regions showing
task-related increases in neural activity, i.e., greater activity
during an experimental task than during a baseline state, typically rest or a sensory-motor control task with reduced cognitive
demand. Recently, however, increasing attention has been focused on brain regions in which neural activity is greater during
the baseline state than during an experimental task. Interest in
this phenomenon, sometimes referred to as ‘‘deactivation,’’ has
been sparked by the finding that particular brain regions, including two midline regions, the posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC) and ventral anterior cingulate cortex (vACC), consistently demonstrate such task-related decreases in activity across
a broad range of cognitive tasks (1, 2). Using quantitative
positron emission tomography, Raichle et al. (3) determined that
these brain regions are in their baseline state when subjects rest
with their eyes closed. They hypothesized that this set of brain
regions constitutes an organized network, whose activity is
ongoing during rest and suspended during performance of
externally cued tasks, that supports a ‘‘default mode of brain
function.’’
At present, however, it is not known whether brain regions that
show task-related decreases in activity, such as the PCC and
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0135058100

vACC, constitute tightly linked nodes in a single, tonically active
resting-state network. The default mode hypothesis is based on
the finding of relative decreases in neural activity during task
performance compared with a baseline state. Direct evidence for
temporal coherence of resting-state neural activity between
regions in this hypothetical network is lacking. Detection of
temporal coherence in such a network would (i) provide more
compelling evidence for the existence of a default mode network, and (ii) enhance our understanding of neural activity in
baseline states, thereby refining interpretations of ‘‘activation’’
and ‘‘deactivation’’ in functional imaging studies (4). More
broadly, mapping such a network may provide insight into the
neural underpinnings of a critical but poorly understood component of human consciousness variably referred to as ‘‘a
conscious resting state’’ (2, 5), ‘‘stimulus-independent thought’’
(6), or a default mode of brain function (3).
A number of key questions remain, however, chief among
them being whether the postulated network exists in the resting
brain. If so, which brain regions are linked in the network, and
what inferences can be made about the mental processes subserved by these regions? Is the network altered or disrupted
during simple sensory processing tasks? How is the network
modulated during performance of externally cued cognitive
tasks?
To address these questions, we formulated the following
hypotheses: (i) If the default mode network exists, then analyzing
the resting-state connectivity of one of its key components
should generate a (partial) map of the larger network. (ii) If the
network is minimally disrupted during passive sensory processing tasks, then the connectivity maps generated during rest
should be replicable in a passive visual processing task. (iii) If the
network activity is suspended during performance of cognitively
demanding externally cued tasks, then resting-state activity in
the network may be inversely correlated with activity in brain
regions that show task-related activations.
To test these hypotheses, we used functional MRI (fMRI) to
examine brain activity in a group of 14 subjects under three
different conditions: performance of a cognitive (working memory) task; passive viewing of a visual stimulus; and resting state
with eyes closed. The working memory task was used to define
regions in the PCC and vACC that showed task-related decreases in activity and regions in the lateral prefrontal cortex that
showed task-related increases in activity. We then applied a
functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI) analysis to the restingstate and visual processing data. Unlike fMRI analyses, fcMRI
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does not rely on a comparison of experimental and baseline
conditions; rather, it detects interregional temporal correlations
of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal fluctuations.
Regions whose BOLD signal fluctuations show a high degree of
temporal correlation are presumed to constitute a tightly coupled neural network. To date, most fcMRI studies have explored
primary motor and sensory networks (7–9). Recently, fcMRI has
been successfully applied in examining interactions between
brain regions involved in language (10). In this study, we
determined the connectivity patterns of the PCC and the vACC
during the resting state and the visual processing task. We also
examined correlations in resting-state activity between the ‘‘activated’’ lateral prefrontal regions and regions implicated in the
default mode network.
Methods
Subjects and Tasks. Fourteen healthy right-handed subjects (seven
females) participated in this study after giving informed consent
in accordance with Stanford University’s Institutional Review
Board. Their ages ranged from 18 to 25 years, with a mean age
of 21.2 years.
All subjects underwent a resting-state scan first, followed by
three tasks: a visuospatial working memory task, a visual processing task, and a face-processing task, all implemented in a
standard block design. The order of these three tasks was
counterbalanced across subjects. The face-processing task was
not analyzed for this study and will not be described further.
Resting State. For the resting-state scan, subjects were instructed
simply to keep their eyes closed and to not think of anything in
particular. The scan lasted for 4 min.
Working Memory. The working memory task consisted of six
alternating experimental and control epochs. Each experimental
and control epoch consisted of 16 stimuli presented for 500 ms
each, with a 1,500-ms interstimulus interval. The stimulus was
the letter ‘‘O’’ presented in one of nine distinct spatial locations
in a 3 ⫻ 3 matrix. In the experimental epoch, subjects were
instructed to respond if the stimulus was in the same location, as
it was two trials back. In the control epoch, the subject was
instructed to respond if the stimulus was in the center position.
Each epoch was preceded by a 4-s instruction regarding the
specific task the subject should perform. In addition to these
epochs, three rest epochs were placed at the beginning, middle,
and end of the experiment. Total length of the task was 7 min
12 s. Further details are described elsewhere (11).
Visual Processing. The visual processing task consisted of experimental and control epochs that alternated every 20 s for 6 cycles.
The control epoch consisted of a static black-and-white radial
checkerboard pattern. In the experimental condition, the same
pattern was inverted (white sections become black, and black
sections become white) at a frequency of 8 Hz. In both the
control and experimental conditions, subjects were instructed to
passively view the checkerboard. Total length of the task was
4 min.
Imaging Methods. Functional images were acquired on a 3-T
General Electric Signa scanner by using a standard General
Electric whole-head coil. The scanner runs on an LX platform,
with gradients in ‘‘MiniCRM’’ configuration (35 mT兾m, SR 190
mT per m兾s) and has a Magnex (Concord, CA) 3-T 80-cm
magnet. The following spiral pulse sequence parameters were
used: repeat time, 2,000 ms; echo time, 30 ms; flip angle, 80°; and
1 interleave. Twenty-eight axial slices (4-mm thick, 0.5-mm skip)
parallel to the anterior commisure–posterior commisure line
were acquired. To reduce blurring and signal loss arising from
field inhomogeneities, an automated high-order shimming
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method based on spiral acquisitions was used before acquiring
functional MRI data (12). To aid in the localization of functional
data, a high-resolution T1-weighted spoiled grass gradient recalled 3D MRI sequence with the following parameters was
used: 124 coronal slices, 1.5 mm thickness; no skip; repeat time,
11 ms; echo time, 2 ms; and flip angle, 15°. The images were
reconstructed as a 124 ⫻ 256 ⫻ 256 matrix with a 1.5 ⫻ 0.9 ⫻
0.9 mm spatial resolution. The structural scans were acquired on
a 1.5-T General Electric Signa scanner.
Data Analysis. Data were preprocessed and analyzed by using

SPM99 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk兾spm). Images were corrected for
movement by using least-square minimization without higherorder corrections for spin history and normalized (13) to stereotaxic coordinates of Talairach and Tournoux (14). Images
were then resampled every 2 mm by using sinc interpolation and
smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel to decrease spatial noise.
Statistical analysis was performed on individual and group data
by using the general linear model and Gaussian random fields
theory as implemented in SPM99 (15). Group analyses were
performed by using a random-effects model that estimates the
error variance for each condition of interest across subjects,
rather than across scans (16), and therefore provides a stronger
generalization to the population from which data are acquired.
Statistical maps were superimposed on normalized highresolution T1-weighted images and their locations interpreted by
using known neuroanatomical landmarks.

Regions of Interest (ROIs). Data from the working memory task
were used to identify precise ROIs in brain areas that showed
task-related decreases and increases in activity. For this purpose,
a three-step process was undertaken.
(i) First, a random-effects analysis (height and extent thresholds of P ⬍ 0.001) was used to determine which brain regions
showed task-related decreases in activity and which showed
task-related increases in activity. Consistent with prior studies (1,
2), the analysis revealed significant task-related decreases in the
PCC, vACC, medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), and left inferior
parietal cortex (IPC). Among these four regions, the PCC
(Talairach coordinates: [⫺12 ⫺47 32] and vACC [6 39⫺4]) had
the highest peak z scores and were selected on this basis as the
precise ROIs for fcMRI analysis. From among the regions
showing task-related increases, we chose three lateral prefrontal
cortex regions that commonly show increased activity during
working memory (17): left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
(VLPFC) [⫺32 29⫺6], right VLPFC [38 25⫺10], and right
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [44 36 17]. (ii) Next, to
make the five ROIs uniform in size and more anatomically
precise, the initial ROIs ranged in size from 175 to 1,514 voxels,
the final group ROIs were selected as the most significant cluster
of 40–50 voxels surrounding the maxima noted above. (iii)
Finally, subject-specific ROIs were obtained by selecting the
largest significant cluster showing task-related decreases within
the PCC and vACC group ROIs and the largest significant
cluster showing task-related increases within the three prefrontal group ROIs. For these subject-specific ROIs, we used a
reduced height threshold of P ⬍ 0.01 given the restricted search
field within the group ROIs. One subject had no significant
‘‘deactivation’’ cluster within the group PCC ROI, so data were
analyzed for 13兾14 subjects’ PCC and 14兾14 subjects’ vACC.
Similarly, one subject had no significant ‘‘activation’’ cluster
within the group left VLPFC ROI, so data were analyzed for
13兾14 subjects’ left VLPFC, 14兾14 subjects’ right VLPFC, and
14兾14 subjects’ right DLPFC ROIs.
fcMRI Analyses. To perform the fcMRI analyses, time series

from the resting-state scan were extracted for the subjectspecific ROIs in the PCC and vACC by averaging the time
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Results
Behavioral Data. All subjects performed both experimental and

control epochs of the working memory task with a high level of
accuracy. The percentage of correct responses during the experimental epochs ranged from 89.6 to 99.0 (mean ⫽ 95.6, SD ⫽
3.0). The percentage of correct responses in the control epochs
ranged from 96.9 to 100 (mean ⫽ 99.6, SD ⫽ 0.01). The average
reaction times for the experimental epochs ranged from 443.6 to
915.1 ms (mean ⫽ 682.5 ms, SD ⫽ 141.5). The average reaction
times for the control epochs ranged from 287.5 to 759.4 ms

Table 1. Functional connectivity of the PCC during the
resting state

Connected regions
PCC兾precuneus
Left IPC
OFC兾MPFC兾vACC
Right IPC
MPFC
Left DLPFC
Left PHG
MPFC
Left ITC

BA

Cluster
size,
voxels

Maximal
z-score
primary peak

Primary
peak
location

23兾31兾7
39兾40
11兾10兾32
39兾40
8
8兾9
30
9
20兾21

2937
742
1376
229
365
106
92
141
126

6.39
5.55
5.38
4.79
4.71
4.59
4.44
4.32
4.05

⫺2, ⫺51, 27
⫺51, ⫺65, 27
⫺2, 55, ⫺18
53, ⫺61, 27
⫺16, 49, 38
⫺44, 20, 41
⫺12, ⫺35, 0
18, 54, 32
⫺18, ⫺14

Brain regions that showed significant connectivity to the PCC ROI centered
at [2, ⫺51, 27]. The height and extent thresholds were set at P ⬍ 0.001. BA,
Brodmann’s area.

(mean ⫽ 500.1 ms, SD ⫽ 131.9). The percentage of correct
responses was significantly higher (P ⬍ 0.001, two-tailed paired
t test) and the reaction times significantly faster (P ⬍ 0.001)
during the control epochs compared with the experimental
epochs.
Task-Related Decreases and Increases in Activity. Working memory.

Task-related decreases were observed in the PCC and vACC,
and task-related increases were observed in the lateral prefrontal ROIs as detailed in Methods. Further details regarding
task-related decreases and increases in activity during the working memory task are published as Tables 3 and 4 in the
supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org.
Visual processing. Task-related increases in activity were observed
in extrastriate regions bilaterally when the flashing checkerboard
epochs were contrasted with the static checkerboard epochs. No
task-related decreases in activity were observed. Further details
regarding task-related increases in activity are published as
Table 5 in the supporting information on the PNAS web site.
Resting-State Connectivity Maps. PCC. The PCC showed significant
resting-state connectivity with the following regions: a large
cluster of MPFC, including vACC and orbitofrontal cortex

Fig. 1. Map of the resting-state neural connectivity for the PCC. The blue
arrow indicates the approximate location of the PCC peak [⫺2 ⫺51 27]. The
approximate locations of the eight significant clusters are labeled A–H in
descending order of the cluster’s t score (A corresponds to the cluster with the
highest t score). A [⫺51 ⫺65 27], left IPC. B has a maximum at [⫺2 55 ⫺18] in
the OFC, but extends superiorly into the MPFC and the vACC (seen at z ⫽ ⫹2).
C [53 ⫺61 27], right IPC. D [⫺16 49 38], MPFC just left of midline. E [⫺44 20 41],
left DLPFC. F [⫺12 ⫺35 0], posterior left PHG. G [18 54 32], MPFC just right of
midline. H [⫺58 ⫺18 ⫺14], left ITC. Map is superimposed on transverse sections
of the group-average structural scans. The numbers below each image refer to
the z plane coordinates of Talairach and Tournoux. The left hemisphere of the
brain corresponds to the left side of the image. Height and extent thresholds
were set at P ⬍ 0.001. t score scale is shown on the right.
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Fig. 2. Map of the resting-state neural connectivity for the vACC. The blue
arrow indicates the approximate location of the vACC maximum [2 38 ⫺2]. A
[2 ⫺51 27], PCC extending into the precuneus. B [4 ⫺14 34], rostral PCC. C
[4 9 ⫺6], nucleus accumbens. D [4 ⫺16 ⫺3] is in the hypothalamus with some
extension into the rostral midbrain. For other details, see Fig. 1.
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series of all voxels in the ROI. Before averaging individual
voxel data, scaling and filtering steps were performed across all
brain voxels as follows. To minimize the effect of global drift,
voxel intensities were scaled by dividing each time point’s value
by the mean value of the whole-brain image at that time point.
After this, the scaled waveform of each brain voxel was filtered
by using a bandpass filter (⬇0.0083兾sec ⬍ f ⬍ ⬇0.15兾sec) to
reduce the effect of low-frequency drift and high-frequency
noise (8). The resulting time series, representing the average
intensity (after scaling and filtering) of all voxels in the ROI,
was then used as a covariate of interest in a whole-brain, linear
regression, statistical parametric analysis. Contrast images
corresponding to this regressor were determined individually
for each subject and entered into a second-level randomeffects analysis (height and extent thresholds of P ⬍ 0.001) to
determine the brain areas that showed significant functional
connectivity across subjects. We also performed an identical
analysis on the visual processing data.
For the lateral prefrontal cortex ROIs that showed working
memory-related increases in activity, we examined regions that
were significantly inversely correlated with the ROI time series
during the resting-state scan. Because we had an a priori
hypothesis related to these effects, we used a less conservative
statistical threshold of P ⬍ 0.01 (height) and P ⬍ 0.05 (extent)
for this whole-brain analysis.

Table 2. Functional connectivity of the vACC during the
resting state

Connected regions
VACC兾MPFC兾OFC
PCC兾precuneus
Rostral PCC
Nucleus accumbens
Hypothalamus兾midbrain

BA
32兾10兾11
23兾31兾7
23
N兾A
N兾A

Maximal
Cluster
z-score
size,
voxels primary peak
2549
813
243
112
117

5.58
5.05
4.82
4.52
4.28

Primary
peak
location
2, 38, ⫺2
2, ⫺51, 27
4, ⫺14, 34
4, 9, ⫺6
4, ⫺16, ⫺3

Brain regions that showed significant connectivity to the vACC ROI centered at [2, 38, ⫺2]. The height and extent thresholds were set at P ⬍ 0.001. BA,
Brodmann’s area.

(OFC); left DLPFC; IPC bilaterally; left inferolateral temporal
cortex (ITC); and left parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) (Fig. 1,
Table 1).
vACC. The vACC showed significant resting-state connectivity
with the following regions: PCC, MPFC兾OFC, nucleus accumbens, and hypothalamus兾midbrain (Fig. 2, Table 2).
Visual Processing Task Connectivity Maps. The connectivity patterns
for the PCC and vACC during the visual processing task were
virtually identical to those obtained from the resting-state data.
Fig. 3 shows the connectivity patterns acquired for the PCC
during the visual processing task compared with those acquired
during the resting state. A similar figure (Fig. 5) comparing the
vACC connectivity maps during the resting state and the visual
processing task is published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site. The precise locations for the cluster maxima for
the PCC and vACC connectivity maps during the visual processing task are also published as Tables 6 and 7 in the supporting
information on the PNAS web site.
Prefrontal Regions and Inverse Correlations. Fig. 4 shows the sta-

tistical maps for regions inversely correlated with the left
VLPFC, right VLPFC, and right DLPFC during the resting state.
In each case, only one cluster had resting-state activity that was
significantly inversely correlated with the prefrontal ROI activity, and in each case the cluster was centered in the PCC.

Fig. 3.
Comparison of the PCC connectivity patterns during the visual
processing task (Upper) and the resting-state (Lower). The blue arrows indicate the approximate location of the PCC peak [⫺2 ⫺51 27]. For other details,
see Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Connectivity maps showing regions inversely correlated with the left
VLPFC, the right VLPFC, and the right DLPFC. In each case, the only significant
cluster was in the PCC. Maxima were at [⫺4 ⫺55 25] for the left VLPFC, [0 ⫺49
30] for the right VLPFC, and [⫺4 ⫺49 26] for the right DLPFC. Height threshold
was P ⬍ 0.01; extent threshold was P ⬍ 0.05. For other details, see Fig. 1.

Discussion
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to demonstrate restingstate functional connectivity between brain regions implicated in
the default mode network (1, 3). The vACC showed significant
functional connectivity with the PCC and the MPFC (Fig. 2), two
regions implicated in the default mode network. The PCC
connectivity map (Fig. 1), however, provided a far more complete match with the hypothesized default mode network. Of the
eight regions cited by Shulman et al. (1) in their metaanalysis of
positron emission tomography ‘‘deactivations,’’ our PCC connectivity map includes all but the right amygdala and the left
lateral inferior frontal cortex. Furthermore, only one of the
regions (the left PHG) in the PCC connectivity map was not
identified in the metaanalysis. This extensive overlap between
our resting-state network analysis and the comparative approaches (baseline vs. experimental) combined in the metaanalysis suggests that the resting-state network identified here
accounts, in large part, for the phenomenon of task-related
decreases in brain activity. Taken together, our results demonstrate that a distinct set of brain regions, whose activity decreases
during cognitive tasks compared with baseline states, shows
significant functional connectivity during the resting state, thus
providing the most compelling evidence to date for the existence
of a cohesive, tonically active, default mode network.
Although the default mode network is thought to be most
active during the resting state, it may also persist during passive
sensory processing states (1, 2). To explore this possibility, we
generated connectivity maps for the PCC and the vACC during
our visual processing task and compared them to the restingstate maps. The PCC and vACC maps were virtually identical
in the resting state and the visual processing task (Fig. 3 and
supporting information on the PNAS web site), suggesting that
the default mode neural network is minimally disrupted by
sensory processing tasks with limited cognitive demand. It is
important to note, in this regard, that the PCC and vACC were
not ‘‘deactivated’’ in the visual processing task, further suggesting similar levels of ongoing activity in the default mode
network during the f lashing and still checkerboard epochs.
This finding has important implications for the design and
interpretation of functional imaging studies (4, 18). In particular, investigators wishing to study the functions subserved by
regions such as the PCC or vACC should consider contrasting
their experimental task with an equally demanding baseline
task. Furthermore, because the default mode network was not
significantly different between an eyes-closed and an eyesopen state, we may be able to deduce what cognitive processes
the network does or does not support. For example, the default
mode network appears to be distinct from the neural network
that generates the alpha rhythm in resting electroencephalograms, given that the latter reproducibly attenuates when a
subject opens their eyes (19).
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manipulation of past events, both personal and general, in an effort
to solve problems and develop future plans (2, 5). In this framework,
the left DLPFC is commonly implicated in working memory (32)
as well as retrieval of episodic memories (33). Similarly, the bilateral
IPC are frequently activated during working memory paradigms in
both humans and animals (34, 35). The left ITC is known to be a
major repository for semantic knowledge (36). The left PHG is
associated with memory in humans (37), and its connections with
the PCC may contribute to memory processes in animals (38).
Perhaps the most substantial corroborative evidence to support our
claim that the default mode network participates in retrieval of
information, both personal and general, stems from the study by
Maguire and Mummery (24). In that study, the authors compared
a combination of four types of retrieval (personal memories,
personal facts; nonpersonal memories, nonpersonal facts) with a
relatively complex baseline (attending to syllable count while listening to words) and showed increased activity in a network that
overlaps considerably with the default mode network outlined here.
In particular, increased activity was detected in the PCC, the
bilateral IPC, the MPFC, the left PHG, and the left ITC (ibid,
Fig. 1).
Thus, the regions linked to the PCC in the default mode
network are well-suited to support the mental processes presumed to be ongoing during the resting state. In contrast to the
PCC and its connections to higher cortical regions, the vACC is
linked primarily to paralimbic and subcortical regions associated
with affective and autonomic processes including OFC, nucleus
accumbens, and hypothalamus兾midbrain (39, 40). The distinct
roles demonstrated for PCC and vACC in our study converge on
a model, derived from functional imaging studies of depression,
positing that the vACC links a ventral ‘‘vegetative–somatic’’
compartment with a dorsal ‘‘attention–cognition’’ compartment
that includes the PCC (41). Further support for this model is
found in the overlap of the PCC and vACC patterns. The OFC
and the MPFC, which have been implicated in the integration of
cognitive and emotional stimuli (39, 42, 43) and also project to
subcortical regions including nucleus accumbens and hypothalamus (44, 45), were the only regions common to both the PCC
and vACC connectivity patterns. Thus, robust functional connections between PCC and vACC appear to form the critical link
in the network between higher cortical (presumably conscious)
processing and more basic (possibly subconscious) processing
necessary for calibrating affective and autonomic states.
In summary, we have provided compelling evidence for the
existence of a default mode network in the resting state. We have
also shown that this network is minimally disrupted during a
visual processing task and suggested that it is maintained in a
dynamic equilibrium with lateral prefrontal regions that commonly show task-related increases in activity. Although the
precise mental processes supported by the default mode network
remain to be elucidated, we suggest that the retrieval and
manipulation of episodic memories and semantic knowledge are
likely candidates. A clearer understanding of the default mode
network will be critical in the proper interpretation of taskactivation studies that involve comparing an experimental task
with a resting or simple-processing baseline. Understanding this
network should also have broader implications. As interest
builds in defining different components of consciousness and
their neural correlates (46), several features of the default mode
network, that it is widely distributed, internally cued, appears to
integrate cognitive and emotional processing, and can be experimentally modulated, should make it an important and rewarding area of study in this nascent field.
This work was made possible through grants from the National Institutes
of Health (MH19938, MH01142, HD31715, HD40761, and MH62430),
the Ruth K. Broad Biomedical Research Foundation, and the Sinclair
Fund.
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Although the default mode network appears to persist during
sensory tasks with low cognitive demand, it has been suggested
that externally cued tasks with high cognitive demand do modulate the network, contributing to the phenomenon of taskrelated decreases in brain activity (4). If this network is suspended during performance of such tasks, we reasoned that
during the resting state, the default mode network and brain
regions that show task-related increases in brain activity may be
inversely correlated. This hypothesis was strongly supported by
the finding of significant inverse correlations between all three
‘‘activated’’ lateral prefrontal ROIs and the PCC during rest
(Fig. 4). In this regard, it should be noted that Hampson et al.
(10) also detected a negative correlation between activity in
Broca’s area and activity in the PCC during a passive listening
task. These findings suggest the presence, during rest, of an
inhibitory interaction between activated regions and regions in
the default mode network, particularly the PCC. This raises the
possibility that activated prefrontal regions, when called to duty,
directly suppress the default mode network (20). Alternatively,
it is possible that these regions are maintained in antagonistic
states by a third region. The thalamus, for example, is one such
subcortical region that has been shown to play an intermediary
role in cortico–cortical interactions (21).
We will now consider the question of what mental processes the
default mode network might subserve. Several findings from our
study suggest that the PCC plays a central role in the default mode
network. First, of the regions that showed task-related decreases
during working memory and that also overlapped with regions in
the default mode network (outlined by Raichle et al. in ref. 3), the
PCC had the second highest z score. Second, compared with the
vACC connectivity map, the PCC connectivity map provided a
better match with this default mode network (accounting for six of
eight regions cited in the initial metaanalysis) (1). Third, in the
resting state, the PCC was the only region in the brain to show
inverse correlations with any of the ‘‘activated’’ prefrontal ROIs.
Finally, the PCC appeared not only in one of these inverse
correlation maps, but in each of the three. The attribution of a
central role to the PCC is consistent with data showing that the PCC
is one of the most metabolically active regions during rest (3), that
its activity decreases as a function of waning consciousness during
sedation (22), and that its connections to prefrontal regions are
impaired in the persistent vegetative state (23).
In view of these observations, understanding the cognitive
functions of the PCC may yield insight into the functions
supported by the default mode network. Unfortunately, imaging studies have revealed relatively little about the functions
of the PCC, presumably because most paradigms have used a
baseline state (such as fixation or sensory processing) in which
the PCC is already active. Recently, however, a handful of
imaging studies using more complex baseline states have
implicated the PCC in retrieval of episodic memories (24 –27).
In this regard, the study by Cabeza et al. (27) is particularly
instructive, in that the PCC did not show increased activity
when an episodic memory retrieval task was compared with a
baseline of visual fixation; however, the PCC did show increased activity when the retrieval task was compared with a
more complex baseline. That the PCC may be critical to the
retrieval of episodic memories is further supported by the fact
that it is consistently among the earliest brain regions to show
decreased metabolism in Alzheimer’s disease (28, 29). Finally,
axonal tracing studies (30, 31) have demonstrated neural
connectivity between the PCC and medial temporal lobe
regions, such as the entorhinal cortex and PHG, known to be
key memory centers across species.
It would seem, therefore, that if the PCC is a critical node in the
default mode network, this network should be integrally involved
with episodic retrieval. Indeed, one prevailing view is that the
default mode or ‘‘conscious resting state’’ involves retrieval and
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